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Parents' Workshop

Career Counselling

RDPS

Guest Lecture Hall

2O-05-20t7 (B:00 am - 10:00 am)

Parents of IX - XII

Mr. Gagan Girotra

Parents' Workshop

'r{

If,BJECTIVES:

. To equip the parents with the application of career development and decision making strategies

within the career finalization process'

. To provide them the list of conventional and non-conventional career options.

. To make them understand the importance of choosing right career for their wards.

DESCRIPTION:
,,tt we throw blankets over our chitdren's dreams, we darken their wortd and extinguish their desire to live'"

-SuzY Kassem

With support and guidance, a child can achieve milestones! The workshop on 'Career Counselling

organized for the parents whose wards are studying in classes IX - XII equipped theni with information

aDoLri various conventional and upcoming career fields. Choosing the field according to one's interest and

capability and then pursuing the same with conviction leads to success and that is what the resource

person, Ir1r. Gagan Girotra, Educationist and Counsellor stressed on. The session also threw light on the

variorrs skills required for pursuing a particular career, and how a combination of suih skills is essential for

success in a field. Mr. Girotra focused on the benefits of choosing the right career option and relevant

education necessary for success. Many students score higher in class XII with than they did in X' The most

probable reason of this is one performs better in subjects one likes. so one should opt for a course

he/she enJoys studying. He also focused on the conflicts that the child as well as the parents face, which

are more often societal. The child is forced to do something he/she does not really like to do and thus

internal and external conflicts arise and thereby the quality of life and work suffers which may also lead to

various unresolved psychological conflicts also give rise to ailments (dis-ease i'e. nof being at ease)' so in

order to enjoy better health and better interpersonal relations with those around one should choose a

career as per his/her interests. Mr. Girotra also highlighted the importance of reading newspapers to

prepare for the entrance exams as the newspaper reading'keeps ne updated' After the session' there was

an interaction with the parents, wherein they cleared their doubts' It was an enlightening and informative

session which was appreciated by one and all'
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